
 

CORPORATE OFFICE 
Level 1  
32 Oxford Terrace Telephone:  0064 3 364 4160 
Christchurch Central                 Fax:  0064 3 364 4165 
CHRISTCHURCH 8011                Ralph.lasalle@cdhb.health.nz  
 
 
14 October 2020 
 
 

 
 

 

        
 
 

 
 
RE Official information request CDHB 10421 
 
I refer to your email dated 18 September 2020 requesting the following information under the Official 
Information Act from Canterbury DHB. Specifically: 
 

1. All correspondence (including reports, letters, emails, texts) between the CDHB board chair Sir 
John Hansen, and the clinical leaders group, and Ministry of Health staff (including Crown Monitor 
Lester Levy) regarding hospital facilities from August 18 to September 18. 

 
Please find attached as Appendix 1. 
 

2. All correspondence between the clinical leaders group and CDHB executive leadership team staff 
members regarding hospital facilities from August 18 to September 18.  

 
Please find attached as Appendix 2. 
 
Note: We have redacted information pursuant to the following sections of the Official Information Act: 
9(2)(a) i.e. “…to protect the privacy of natural persons, including those deceased”. 
9(2)(h) i.e. “… to maintain legal professional privilege” 
9(2)(i)(j) i.e. ….to enable the organisation holding information to carry out commercial activities or 
negotiations.” 
We have also removed pages that are double ups or out of scope. 
 
I trust this satisfies your interest in this matter. 
 
You may, under section 28(3) of the Official Information Act, seek a review of our decision to withhold 
information by the Ombudsman.  Information about how to make a complaint is available at 
www.ombudsman.parliament.nz; or Freephone 0800 802 602. 

9(2)(a)

mailto:Ralph.lasalle@cdhb.health.nz
http://www.ombudsman.parliament.nz/


 
Please note that this response, or an edited version of this response, may be published on the 
Canterbury DHB website after your receipt of this response.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Ralph La Salle 
Acting Executive Director 
Planning, Funding & Decision Support 
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FYI 

David Meates MNZM
CEO Canterbury and West Coast DHBs

Begin forwarded message:

From: Karl Wilkinson <Karl.Wilkinson@health.govt.nz>
Date: 20 August 2020 at 4:34:14 PM NZST
To: David Meates <David.Meates@cdhb.health.nz>
Cc: John Hazeldine <john.hazeldine@health.govt.nz>, John Hansen
<John.Hansen@cdhb.health.nz>
Subject: RE:  Tower 3 / Compliance


Hello David,
Referring your email, please see below (in red) our responses to your queries. I
hope that this helps.
If you do have any further questions or are seeking further clarity on anything here,
I would be happy to discuss this directly.
Regards,
Karl

From: David Meates <David.Meates@cdhb.health.nz> 
Sent: Wednesday, 19 August 2020 6:29 pm
To: Michelle Arrowsmith <Michelle.Arrowsmith@health.govt.nz>; John Hansen
<John.Hansen@cdhb.health.nz>
Cc: Karl Wilkinson <Karl.Wilkinson@health.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: Tower 3 / Compliance

Kia ora Michelle

Just following up regarding the email below. It would be useful to get this clarified
as soon as possible. I am conscious of the very tight timelines / timeframes that we
are working to.

Nga mihi

APPENDIX 1
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Values –
Ā Mātou Uara


Care and respect for others - Manaaki me te whakaute i te tangata |
Integrity in all we do - Hāpai i ā mātou mahi katoa i runga i te pono |
Responsibility for outcomes - Te Takohanga i ngā hua




 




From: David Meates


Sent: Thursday, 13 August 2020 2:34 PM

To: Michelle Arrowsmith <Michelle.Arrowsmith@health.govt.nz>; John Hansen <John.Hansen@cdhb.health.nz>

Cc: Karl Wilkinson <Karl.Wilkinson@health.govt.nz>

Subject: RE: Tower 3 / Compliance






 


Kia ora Michelle


 


Thank you for your letter.


 


It would be helpful to clarify a number of points so that the request that you have sent through can be expedited:


 


I am assuming that what you are requesting is a summary document that reflects all of the work that has been undertaken to date and previously provided?
Correct – the key purpose of the request is to provide a simple, stand-alone document that accurately reflects the preferred solution, rationale, and costs in line with business case requirements. Reference can be made to previous documentation
 for additional detail and analysis, but the summary should be sufficient to inform a decision-maker who has not reviewed the various previous reports in extensive detail. 


I am assuming that the:


		Investment objectives and case for change (Strategic Case)

		Preferred option (Economic Case)

		Financial costing and affordability (Financial Case)

		Proposed procurement and risk sharing approach (Commercial Case)

		Project management strategy (Management Case)




 


relate to referencing these sections that were part of the MOH / DHB Detailed Programme Business Case and First Tranche Business case?
Correct


 


The clear direction from the MOH was that Tower 3 needed to be consistent with the approved masterplan and that the revised Tower option that was approved by the Board included 5 options and was based purely on affordability. I am therefore
 assuming that this is what you are seeking to have included in the summary document?
Correct


 


Re the Campus Compliance Works project – are you requiring a separate paper?
Yes, a separate paper for the Compliance Works is required.


 


Again the details that you have requested are contained in the previous information provided and I am assuming that this will be re-packaged in the revised document?
Correct. The previous (draft) information that you shared with us substantially addressed these elements. Presentation of this information in alignment with the BC framework will help to ensure that all key elements are fully addressed,
 and in a consistent format that can be directly assessed alongside the Tower 3 proposal. 


 


Regarding alternative post disaster approaches there are several points to note:


		The minimum compliance is based on Parkside Blocks C&D remaining designated as IL4. However there has never been any intent on trying to strengthen that up to 100% of IL4 rather just
 doing the minimum compliance including dampers (to deal with shear towers / stairs), panels and passive fire. This facility remains designated as IL 4 gived that critical functiosn such as three / four cath labs are in this facility along with 8 /9 operating
 theatres – Parkside operating thetreas / cath labs still remains a significant part of the total DHB operating capacity.

		The minimum compliance is based on Parkside a&B being designated as IL3 (inspite of critical IL4 infrastructure running through these facilities). Again the minimum dampers, panels
 and passive fire remediation.

		None of these options deals with the poor and not fit for purpose clinical space including toilets / showers which does mean that there is also very limited options for managing infectious
 diseases etc.

		It is important to note that both Burwood and other facilities in Canterbury and Te Nikau on the West Coast have been significantly downgraded from post disaster IL 4 capability on
 the basis that Christchurch Hospital was the regional and one of the key national post disaster enabled facilities. This was done to limit the total cost of unnecessary health infrastructure investment elsewhere.

		Private facilities don’t play a major part of post disaster enabled facilities. They do however play an important part in the management of responses such as covid-19.    




The context and analysis of the DHB’s considerations and options in addressing post-disaster planning and response, with respect to the proposal to designate Parkside C&D at IL4 and A&B at IL3, must be captured in
 the summary paper. Specifically, this should address how facilities available to the DHB (including Hagley coming on line) have been considered in contributing to the DHB’s overall Post-disaster response. Where options (such as other off-campus facilities,
 private) have been assessed and are considered less suitable than the proposed investment in structural works for Parkside, this should be presented in the summary paper with concise rationale.


 


If you have a template for a “no more than 10 page” document it would be great to get so that what we provide matches expectations.
Attached is a short-form template we have previously used, which you can adopt and amend to address the outlined requirements. 


 


I am assuming that what is required should not involve the need for external consultants to re-write and undertake an additional significant piece of work – rather what you are requesting is anchored back into the previous DBC.
The documents should be sufficiently self-explanatory and should reflect the key information needed for decision-makers to assess each proposal.  The analysis already undertaken and available should be sufficient for this, without involving
 significant additional work.


 


 



Ngā mihi


 


David Meates,
MNZM


Chief Executive | Canterbury District Health Board and West Coast District Health Board


T: 03 364 4110 (ext 62110) | E:
david.meates@cdhb.health.nz


P O Box 1600, Christchurch 8140


www.cdhb.health.nz
 | www.westcoastdhb.org.nz
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From: Michelle Arrowsmith <Michelle.Arrowsmith@health.govt.nz>


Sent: Monday, 10 August 2020 12:59 PM

To: John Hansen <John.Hansen@cdhb.health.nz>

Cc: David Meates <David.Meates@cdhb.health.nz>; Karl Wilkinson <Karl.Wilkinson@health.govt.nz>

Subject: Tower 3 / Compliance






 


Kia ora Sir John 


 


Please see attached letter regarding Christchurch Hospital Tower 3 and Campus Compliance Works projects.



 


Ngā mihi

Michelle 


 


Michelle Arrowsmith

Deputy Director General l DHB Performance, Support and Infrastructure
l Ministry of Health


E:
michelle.arrowsmith@health.govt.nz  
l  M: 021 572 584  
l



http://www.health.govt.nz
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Statement of confidentiality: This e-mail message and any accompanying

attachments may contain information that is IN-CONFIDENCE and subject to

legal privilege.

If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, use, disseminate,

distribute or copy this message or attachments.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender

immediately and delete this message.
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Single Stage Light Business Case – Template



		This template is to be used for Small and Medium projects seeking approval from the Health Infrastructure Investment Package. 







		Prepared by:

		



		Prepared for:

		



		Date:

		



		Version:

		



		Status:
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Better Business Cases
Single Stage Light Business Case Template

Document Control

Document Information

		

		Position



		Document ID

		



		Document owner

		



		Issue date

		



		Filename

		





Document History

		Version

		Issue Date

		Changes



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		





Document Review

		Role

		Name

		Review Status



		Project Manager

		

		





Document Sign-off

		Role

		Name

		Sign-off Date



		 Project Manager

		

		



		Senior Responsible Owner/ Project Executive

		

		






 Purpose

Describe the investment proposal at the beginning in two or three sentences. State what decision-makers are being asked to consider or decide. 

This business justification case seeks formal approval to invest up to [$x.xxx million/000] in the years [20xx/xx] to ….

This business case follows the Treasury Better Business Cases guidance and is organised around the five case model.



Strategic Case

Describe and explain the problem

What benefits will be achieved from the investment ie investment objectives and case for change.



Economic Case

Identify options that were considered and assessment criteria used.

Identify a preferred option which represents the best value for money.  

Describe and explain the solution





Financial Case

How much will this cost? Is the DHB contributing to the project cost (and if so, please specify)?

Assess the whole of life costs. Be clear on assumptions.

What allowance has been made for contingency?

What types of cost are involved, and over what period? Over how long?

If it’s multiple year and multiple revenue stream, fill in the table below.  Be clear on any capital requirement from the Crown. 



		

		



		

		2019/20

		2020/21

		2021/22

		2022/23

		……..

		Total



		Capital expenditure

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Operating expenditure

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total expenditure

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Revenue

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Capital required 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Capital required

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Operating required

		

		

		

		

		

		







Commercial Case

What things are needed to be purchased/procured?

How will this be purchased/procured?

What commercial (not project) risks are there? How will those risks be dealt with?



Management Case

How complex will the delivery be? 

Who is ultimately responsible for this project? What mechanisms are there to keep them and stakeholders appraised of problems? 

How will this project achieve the benefits, and how will benefits be managed and evaluated?

What risks are there? What’s the mechanism for monitoring and seeking resolution?

Summarise the project management, benefits and risk management and post project evaluation arrangements.



Next Steps

Please provide an update of procurement / construction timelines and other key milestones.  
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From: Karl Wilkinson
To: John Hansen
Subject: RE: Tower 3 / Compliance[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Date: Thursday, 20 August 2020 9:29:47 AM
Attachments: image002.png

Morning John,
Yes, I’ll provide a response today.
Regards,
Karl
 

From: John Hansen <John.Hansen@cdhb.health.nz> 
Sent: Wednesday, 19 August 2020 7:21 pm
To: Karl Wilkinson <Karl.Wilkinson@health.govt.nz>
Subject: Fwd: Tower 3 / Compliance
 
Karl I understand you are now fully responsible for this? Can you confirm and respond to David urgently. 
Thanks
John Hansen

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

Out of Scope or Double Up
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From: David Meates
To: John Hazeldine
Cc: John Hansen
Subject: FW: Tower 3 / Compliance
Date: Sunday, 23 August 2020 2:04:46 PM
Attachments: image002.png

bbc-sinstglt-tp-2018 August 2020.docx

John
 
I understand from our Chair that you are now the contact person in relation to progressing the
Tower 3 / compliance issues.
 
Earlier this year, the Chair received a letter from the acting Chair CIC confirming receipt of the
revised Board approved Tower 3 business case and that this was going to the next CIC meeting.
We have received no confirmation that this occurred and that CIC in fact reviewed this case as
CDHB has received no feedback.
 
As you will recall the MOH commissioned and the joint MOH / CDHB detailed programme
business case and Detailed First Tranche Business case was approved by the CDHB Board and
was submitted to the CIC in 2019.  These business cases were developed as part of the agreed
process and outcomes from the “Truth and Reconciliation” process that built on the MOH / DHB
agreed Christchurch Hospital Campus Masterplan.
 
The revised Tower 3 proposal was created based on CIC not agreeing to the joint MOH / CDHB
Detailed Business Case in November 2019. It was agreed with the MOH that the revised Tower 3
proposal needed to be consistent with the Masterplan and NOT compromise any further
development of the campus and that this proposal would be treated as an addendum to the
Detailed Business Case i.e. it did not need a further Business case to be developed as the
following had already been developed:
 

Investment objectives and case for change (Strategic Case)
Preferred option (Economic Case)
Financial costing and affordability (Financial Case)
Proposed procurement and risk sharing approach (Commercial Case)
Project management strategy (Management Case)

 
We are unclear as to what is now expected to be resubmitted in relation to Tower 3. We had
been previously informed that there was no further information. What we have already
provided,  is in more detail that would normally be submitted to CIC for approval. Therefore
being asked to provide a summary single stage business case again for Tower 3 when this has
already been submitted to CIC as requested when the MOH / CDHB joint Detailed business case
was rejected by CIC in November 2019 is somewhat puzzling.
 
RE the Compliance proposal, we had provided a very detailed outline of the minimal compliance
required to meet regulatory minimum standards (as requested). This was provided to the MOH
many months ago and the DHB was advised that this contained all the detail and rationale that
was required. Again this was a very minimal compliance programme that explicitly does not
meet or deal with any of the clinical and patient / staff safety issues that have been very clearly
articulated in the MOH commissioned joint MOH  / CDHB detailed programme and first tranche
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 Purpose

Describe the investment proposal at the beginning in two or three sentences. State what decision-makers are being asked to consider or decide. 

This business justification case seeks formal approval to invest up to [$x.xxx million/000] in the years [20xx/xx] to ….

This business case follows the Treasury Better Business Cases guidance and is organised around the five case model.



Strategic Case

Describe and explain the problem

What benefits will be achieved from the investment ie investment objectives and case for change.



Economic Case

Identify options that were considered and assessment criteria used.

Identify a preferred option which represents the best value for money.  

Describe and explain the solution





Financial Case

How much will this cost? Is the DHB contributing to the project cost (and if so, please specify)?

Assess the whole of life costs. Be clear on assumptions.

What allowance has been made for contingency?

What types of cost are involved, and over what period? Over how long?

If it’s multiple year and multiple revenue stream, fill in the table below.  Be clear on any capital requirement from the Crown. 



		

		



		

		2019/20

		2020/21

		2021/22

		2022/23

		……..

		Total



		Capital expenditure

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Operating expenditure

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total expenditure

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Revenue

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Capital required 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Capital required

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Operating required

		

		

		

		

		

		







Commercial Case

What things are needed to be purchased/procured?

How will this be purchased/procured?

What commercial (not project) risks are there? How will those risks be dealt with?



Management Case

How complex will the delivery be? 

Who is ultimately responsible for this project? What mechanisms are there to keep them and stakeholders appraised of problems? 

How will this project achieve the benefits, and how will benefits be managed and evaluated?

What risks are there? What’s the mechanism for monitoring and seeking resolution?

Summarise the project management, benefits and risk management and post project evaluation arrangements.



Next Steps

Please provide an update of procurement / construction timelines and other key milestones.  
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business cases.  
 
There is no further work that we can undertake to provide any more rationale or justification
than has already been developed / provided from the 2012 Cabinet approved DBC, the 2016
PWC draft revised campus DBC, the MOH / DHB approved campus masterplan, the MOH
commissioned joint MOH / DHB 2019 Detailed Programme and Detailed First Tranche Business
Cases, the revised Board approved Tower 3 Business Case  (2020) and the Board approved
minimum compliance case (2020).
 
From what you and your team have now requested, my understanding is that we are largely
representing the Board approved revised Tower 3 and the revised Board approved compliance
proposals back to CIC. Can you please confirm that.
     
 
Nga mihi
 
David Meates, MNZM
Chief Executive | Canterbury District Health Board and West Coast District Health Board
T: 03 364 4110 (ext 62110) | E: david.meates@cdhb.health.nz
P O Box 1600, Christchurch 8140
www.cdhb.health.nz | www.westcoastdhb.org.nz

Values – A Matou Uara
Care and respect for others - Manaaki me te whakaute i te tangata | Integrity in all we do - Hapai i a matou mahi katoa i
runga i te pono | Responsibility for outcomes - Te Takohanga i nga hua

Out of Scope or Double Up
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From: Paula Steven on behalf of John Hazeldine
To: ; "david.meates@cdhb.govt.nz"; 

Cc:

 John Hansen; 

Subject: Requests for funding from Health Capital Envelope from Budget 2020 and future years
Date: Friday, 28 August 2020 9:33:46 AM
Attachments: Letter to DHBs re Prioritisation Process 270820.pdf

Prioritisation Template.xlsx

Kia ora Koutou
 
Please see attached letter that outlines the outcome from Budget 2020 and seeks information from
you to support the prioritisation of Crown equity funding from Budget 2020 and out-years. 
 
Please complete the attached templates and return them to the Ministry of Health
(capital.assurance@health.govt.nz) by 25 September 2020.
 
If you have any questions about the above, please contact Jo Strachan-Hope, Manager, Investment
Strategy on: jo.strachan-hope@health.govt.nz
 
Nga mihi
John
 
John Hazeldine
Acting DDG - DHB Performance, Support and Infrastructure
Ministry of Health
DDI: 
http://www.health.govt.nz
mailto:john.hazeldine@health.govt.nz
 
****************************************************************************

Statement of confidentiality: This e-mail message and any accompanying
attachments may contain information that is IN-CONFIDENCE and subject to
legal privilege.
If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, use, disseminate,
distribute or copy this message or attachments.
If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete this message.
****************************************************************************

This e-mail message has been scanned for Viruses and Content and cleared by the Ministry
of Health's Content and Virus Filtering Gateway

9(2)(a) 9(2)(a)
9(2)(a)

9(2)(a)

9(2)(a)

9(2)(a)

9(2)(a)
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133 Molesworth Street 


PO Box 5013 


Wellington 6140 


New Zealand 


T+64 4 496 2000 


27 August 2020  


 


 


DHB Chief Executives 


 


Prioritisation Process - Requests for funding from Health Capital Envelope from Budget 


2020 and future years 


This letter outlines the outcome from Budget 2020 and seeks information from you to support 


the prioritisation of Crown equity funding from Budget 2020 and out-years.   


Please complete the attached templates and return them to the Ministry of Health 


(capital.assurance@health.govt.nz) by 25 September 2020: 


1. Form One:  10 year capital intentions - all DHBs to complete: this includes all projects 


>$5 million, including those projects intended to be DHB-funded.   


2. Template One:  Project detail – required for any capital investment signalled for the next 


three financial years (2020/21 - 2022/23) where you may request Crown equity funding. 


The information provided should be based on your best estimate of need.  The compiled 


information will be used for relative prioritisation and to develop future Budget bids.   


 


Budget 2020 – Health Capital Envelope 


Budget 2020 appropriated an additional $750 million in a multi-year appropriation (MYA) to the 


Health Capital Envelope (HCE). The phasing is shown in Table One.  


Table One:  Budget 2020 appropriation for Health Capital Envelope 


Financial year 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 


Funding $50 million $150 million $300 million $250 million 


The HCE funding from Budget 2020 follows recent capital investment of: 


• $300 million for the Health Infrastructure Package (HIP), announced in 2019 


• $1.7 billion from Budget 2019  


• $750 million from Budget 2018. 


The funding from Budget 2019 was for the financial years 2019/20 and 2020/21.  This funding 


has been fully allocated.    
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Prioritisation and Indicative Prioritisation Process 


Prioritisation of capital investment is necessary as the sector’s need exceeds available funding.   


A clear, prioritised pipeline of capital investment will provide your DHB with clarity on the 


relative priority and expected timing of proposed future investments.  This will ensure that you 


can focus your resources appropriately for delivery of prioritised projects.  Only prioritised or 


agreed business cases will be submitted to the Capital Investment Committee (CIC) for 


consideration. 


There is significant pressure against the Budget 2020 appropriation.   


We will not know whether there will be additional funding from Budget 2021 until next year.  


The approach to indicative prioritisation will take account of this uncertainty.  


 


Prioritisation process 


The prioritisation process is overseen by the CIC based on advice provided by the Ministry of 


Health and The Treasury.  Final prioritisation recommendations are subject to the approval of 


the Ministers of Health and Finance (joint Ministers). 


We expect prioritisation decisions will occur at the CIC meetings of 12 November 2020 and 8 


December 2020.   Final recommendations are expected to be provided to joint Ministers in early 


2021. 


The recent current state assessment completed as part of the National Asset Management 


Programme1 identified key areas of focus for your DHB.  We expect that your DHB’s capital 


intentions will prioritise DHB funding towards these areas as appropriate and we will review the 


capital intentions on this basis.  The Ministry will continue to work with you to support asset 


management activities, including through the development of asset management frameworks, 


tools and assessments. 


 


Supporting the Business Case and Investment process 


As you are aware, the Ministry is building capability and capacity through the Health 


Infrastructure Unit (HIU).  The HIU will support improvements in capital planning and delivery 


across the sector.  Our work programme includes improvements to standards and guidance 


across service modelling, asset management, business cases, facility design and procurement. 


 


A key component of the HIU will be the delivery of a longer-term strategic plan for capital 


investment across the sector.   


 


We will provide further information on the establishment of the HIU and expected next steps 


over coming months.    


 


 


                                            


1. 1https://www.health.govt.nz/publication/national-asset-management-programme-district-health-boards-report-1-current-state-


assessment 
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Thank you for your continued efforts to develop and implement capital projects.  We look 


forward to working with you more closely to support the investment process.   


 


If you have any questions about the above, please contact Jo Strachan-Hope, Manager, 


Investment Strategy on: jo.strachan-hope@health.govt.nz 


 


 


Ngā mihi 


 


 
 


John Hazeldine 


Acting Deputy Director-General  


DHB Performance, Support and Infrastructure 


 


cc: DHB Chair 


DHB Chief Financial Officer 
 






Overview & Instructions



				OVERVIEW



						A clear, prioritised pipeline of capital investment will provide your DHB with clarity on the relative priority and expected timing of proposed future investments.  This will ensure that you can focus your resources appropriately for delivery of prioritised projects. Please note that there are already significant pressures against the capital funding announced in Budget 2020, and the sector's need exceeds available funding. Due to this pressure, you should carefully prioritise within your DHB to identify the most urgent projects to submit for consideration.

Prioritisation Process
The prioritisation process is overseen by the Capital Investment Committee (CIC) based on advice provided by the Ministry of Health and The Treasury.  Final recommendations are subject to the approval of the Ministers of Health and Finance (joint Ministers).

Officials expect prioritisation decisions to occur at the CIC meetings of 12 November and 8 December 2020. Final recommendations are expected to be provided to joint Ministers in December 2020.



				INSTRUCTIONS



						This workbook is designed to capture information about DHB projects that should be taken under consideration for prioritisation over the next 10 years, with a more detailed focus on the investments targeted in the first 3 years.  This template needs to be completed in two parts:

						1. Intentions Template (10yr)
In the "Intentions Template" please add a row for each project that is in your Investment pipeline of possibilities over the next 10 years. Please fill out as many columns as possible. To view definitions, expand Row 2. More information about the "Intentions Template" and the requirements for filling it out and how to determine what a siginificant Investment can be found in the "Information and Definitions" sheet. 

For any 'Intention' entities estimated to start within the next 3 budget years, a corresponding entry in the "Prioritisation Template" will need to be filled out. 

						2. Prioritisation Template (3yr)
The prioritisation template is organised vertically, with each project in a different column. Fields that are green will automatically populate based on what you have entered in the "Intentions Template". To view attribute definitions, expand column "B".  This information is important to help us understand your prioritised investments and the details around how you have prioritised and costed these.

						Please complete the attached templates and submit them to capital.assurance@health.govt.nz by 25 September 2020. 

						If you have any questions or queries around completing this template please send these to capital.assurance@health.govt.nz.  If you have any queries about the prioritisation process, please contact jo.strachan-hope@health.govt.nz.





				DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD DETAILS





						Select DHB:



						Enter DHB Contact Information:

						Name

						Phone number

						Email address



						DHB Board Chair Approval:

						Name of Board Chair

						Date of Approval











Information and Definitions

		Additional Information and Definitions

				Notes on Government Investment Portfolio Intentions Template

				Significant investments includes those that meet one or more of the following criteria:

				a		Risk: Was the investment identified as medium or high risk based on its Risk Profile Assessment (RPA)?

				b		Impact: Will the investment result in any significant change for customers/clients?

				c		Impact: Will the investment have a major impact on any other agencies?

				d		Impact: Will the investment result in major internal organisational change?

				e		Strategic Alignment: Does the investment contribute to specific strategic priorities for the Government?

				f		Strategic Alignment: Is the investment identified as an agency or sector/cluster priority?

				g		Financial: Is it an operating investment where new funding is likely to be sought?

				h		Financial: Is it an operating investment or intention with an estimated whole of life cost greater than $10 million?

				i		Financial: Is it a capital investment or intention where new capital funding will be sought, is likely to be sought, or has been appropriated previously?

				j		Financial: Is it a capital investment or intention with an estimated whole of life cost greater than $15 million?

				k		Financial: Will this investment or intention result in the divestment or disposal of assets with a carrying value greater than $15 million?

				Estimated Whole Of Life Cost (WOLC)

				WOLC is a total lifetime cost and includes additional operating costs following project/programme delivery. WOLC is defined as: 'the present value of total cash costs of an investment over its lifecycle, calculated using the relevant Public Sector Discount Rate. Cash costs include the initial capital or operating costs, plus cash operating costs for the expected life of the asset, discounted using the Public Sector Discount Rate. Operating costs may include costs of operational personnel if this is an essential part of the proposal.

For Crown-funded proposals, WOLC does not include depreciation expenses or capital charges.





1. Investment Intentions (10yr)

				1. Investment Intentions - 10 Years

				To determine if an investment is siginificant please see the 'Information and Definitions' sheet

				Basic Information										Business Case								Categorisation						Crown Funding						DHB Funding		Assessment of significance

				Links to Overview & Instructions sheet		Provide a concise label or title that accurately summarises the nature of the intended investment		Brief description of the intention.

		Enter the estimated date that a project or programme is expected to be formed to deliver the investment.		Enter the date that the applicable internal approval authority is expected to agree project/programme closure, and that full handover to BAU is complete.		Applies if Business case is currently underway or expected to commence.		Applies to business cases expected to commence.		Applies to business cases currently underway or expected to commence.		https://treasury.govt.nz/information-and-services/state-sector-leadership/investment-management/think-investment-possibilities/risk-profile-assessment		Select the region in which the majority of the investment (i.e. economic impact) for this project or programme will take place.		Indicate the main purpose of the intention from the following options:
 - Keep the Business Running - Utility type projects made to 'keep the lights on'
 - Grow the Business - Projects to extend existing services, products or assets.
 - Transformational Change - strategic projects, including research and problem solving investment		Select the sub-category that best describes the nature of the investment intention.		Select the Budget year that funding approval is requested from (ie when business case approval will occur). 

If more than one Budget funding request for an intention is expected, please create a row for each anticipated request/year.		Indicate how much new Crown capital may be requested via a Budget bid. If only a range is known at this stage, report the maximum figure.

Please provide the number in whole, unrounded format, i.e. $2,000,000 not $2m.		Indicate how much new Crown operating may be requested via a Budget bid. If only a range is known at this stage, report the maximum figure.

Please provide the number in whole, unrounded format, i.e. $2,000,000 not $2m.		Indicate how much agency baseline capital may be used to fund the investment.

Please provide the number in whole, unrounded format, i.e. $2,000,000 not $2m.		Answer yes/no whether this investment contributes to a Government strategic priority.		Answer yes/no whether this investment is an agency or sector priority.		Answer yes/no whether this investment could have an estimated Whole Of Life Cost (WOLC) of over $10m.		Answer yes/no whether this investment could result in the:
 - transfer
 - protection mechanism
 - divestment, or
 - disposal
of assets with a carrying value of over $15m.

				DHB		Intention/Project Name		Description		Estimated project start date 		Estimated project closure date		Current Stage of Business Case Development		Estimated Business Case start date (for those business cases expected to commence)		Estimated Business Case completion date (for those currently underway or expected to commence)		Has a Risk Profile Assessment been completed?		Region		Project type		Investment sub-category 		Estimated Budget year of funding request		Estimated new Crown capital funding required		Estimated new Crown operating funding required		Total estimated agency baseline capital funding required		Does this contribute to a Government strategic priority?		Is this an agency or sector priority?		Is there a possibility the estimated WOLC will be over $10m?		Could this result in the transfer/protection mechanism/divestment/disposal of assets with a carrying value of over $15m?		Prioritise		Prioritise_ID
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https://treasury.govt.nz/information-and-services/state-sector-leadership/investment-management/think-investment-possibilities/risk-profile-assessment

2.Prioritisation Template (3yr)

		2. Prioritisation Investment Template - 3 Years

								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15

				INSTRUCTIONS		Entry ID		Project 1		Project 2		Project 3		Project 4		Project 5		Project 6		Project 7		Project 8		Project 9		Project 10		Project 11		Project 12		Project 13		Project 14		Project 15

		Overview and Context		Prepopulated from 1. Intentions sheet		DHB																														

				Prepopulated from 1. Intentions sheet		Intention/Project Name																														

				Prepopulated from 1. Intentions sheet		Estimated Budget year of funding request																														

				For example Capacity / Remediation / Mental Health / System Enabler / ICT / Other (please explain).		Category

				Prepopulated from 1. Intentions sheet		Description																														

				Describe the main project drivers with evidence to support this e.g. legislative, accreditation, demand modelling and assumptions. Please attach supporting documentation to your submission if relevant (such as engineering reports, accreditation reviews).		Drivers

				Risk / Impact / Likelihood / Consequence (low/medium/high).		Risk(s) project will address

				Please describe the linkages/dependencies with other projects (DHB, regional).		Interdependencies

		Pre-planning		Is this your DHB’s highest priority for investment? Yes/No		Priority Investment

				Is this project signalled in your DHB annual plan? Yes/ No		Link to Annual Plan

				Provide high level detail of any preparatory work completed to scope the project.		Scoping

				Is there regional support for this project? Yes/No, provide evidence e.g. in regional plan		Regional Support

				Yes/ No		Do you have a Site Masterplan?		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

				Date of Master site plan - or latest review		What is the date of the Site Masterplan

				Yes/ No		Do you have a Clinical Services Plan?		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

				Date of Clincial Services Plan or latest review date		What is the date of the Clinical Services Plan?

				Yes/ No		Do you have an Asset Management Plan?		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes

				Date of Asset Management Plan or latest review date		What is the date of the Asset Management Plan?

		Budget		Prepopulated from 1. Intentions sheet		Total estimated agency baseline capital funding required																														

				Prepopulated from 1. Intentions sheet		Estimated new Crown capital funding required																														

				Explain the basis for the estimate and include phasing where known. Outline why self-funding is not an option.		Estimated Total Cost (range)

		Equity and 
Treaty of Waitangi		Explain how this this investment adheres to the principles of The Treaty of Waitangi.		The Treaty of Waitangi

				Demonstrate how this investment will support the achievement of equitable health outcomes for Māori.		Achieving Equity for Māori

				Demonstrate how this investment will support the achievement of equitable health outcomes for high risk populations in your DHB and/or region.		Achieving Equity

		Business Case		What stage is your business case in? Prepopulated from 1. Intentions sheet		Current Stage of Business Case Development																														

				What is your preferred option?		Preferred Option

				Why was this option selected?		Why is this the prefered option?

				What alternative options were considered? Briefly outline why these were discounted. Outline option(s) (with service delivery and risk/trade-offs) if this investment is scaled, phased or deferred.		Alternate Options

		Timeframes		Please provide an expected date		Point of Entry and Risk Profile Assessment (RPA) Completed

				Please provide an expected date		Strategic Assessment submitted to Ministry of Health (Ministry)

				Please provide an expected date		Indicative Business Case (IBC) to Ministry

				Please provide an expected date		Detailed Business Case (DBC) or 
Single Stage Business Case (SSBC) to Ministry

				Please provide an expected date		Design Commencement

				Please provide an expected date		Procurement Commencement

				Please provide an expected date		Construction Commencement

				Please provide an expected date		Construction Complete





Validation

		Investment Category				DHB Name

		Civil Defence				Auckland

		Culture & Heritage				Bay of Plenty

		Defence				Canterbury

		Economic Development				Capital & Coast

		Education				Counties Manukau

		Energy				Hawke's Bay

		Environment				Hutt Valley

		Govt Administration				Lakes

		Health				MidCentral

		Housing				Nelson Marlborough

		Immigration				Northland

		Justice				South Canterbury

		Land				Southern

		Science & Innovation				Tairawhiti

		Social				Taranaki

		Transport				Waikato

		Water				Wairarapa

						Waitemata

						West Coast

						Whanganui

		Investment Sub-category				Business Case Stages

		Air				Pre Point of Entry

		Building				Strategic Assessment

		Coastal Protection				Single Stage Business Case

		Community				Programme Business Case

		Environment				Indicative Business Case

		Flood Protection				Detailed Business Case

		Gas

		Housing

		ICT

		Land

		Military Equipment

		Other

		Rail

		Roading

		Sea

		Services

		Solid Waste

		Sports and Recreaction

		Stormwater

		Waste water

		Water supply

		Region

		All of New Zealand

		Area outside regions

		Auckland

		Bay of Plenty

		Canterbury

		Gisborne

		Hawke's Bay

		Manawatu-Whanganui

		Marlborough

		Nelson

		Northland

		Offshore

		Otago

		Southland

		Taranaki

		Tasman

		Waikato

		Wellington

		West Coast

		Project Type

		Grow the Business

		Keep the Business Running

		Transformational Change

		Budget Year

		2021

		2022

		2023

		2024

		2025

		2026

		2027

		2028

		2029

		2030

		2031

		Y/N

		Yes

		No

		Category

		Remediation

		Capacity

		Mental Health

		ICT

		Regional

		Maternity

		Other







 

133 Molesworth Street 

PO Box 5013 

Wellington 6140 

New Zealand 

T+64 4 496 2000 

27 August 2020  

 

 

DHB Chief Executives 

 

Prioritisation Process - Requests for funding from Health Capital Envelope from Budget 

2020 and future years 

This letter outlines the outcome from Budget 2020 and seeks information from you to support 

the prioritisation of Crown equity funding from Budget 2020 and out-years.   

Please complete the attached templates and return them to the Ministry of Health 

(capital.assurance@health.govt.nz) by 25 September 2020: 

1. Form One:  10 year capital intentions - all DHBs to complete: this includes all projects 

>$5 million, including those projects intended to be DHB-funded.   

2. Template One:  Project detail – required for any capital investment signalled for the next 

three financial years (2020/21 - 2022/23) where you may request Crown equity funding. 

The information provided should be based on your best estimate of need.  The compiled 

information will be used for relative prioritisation and to develop future Budget bids.   

 

Budget 2020 – Health Capital Envelope 

Budget 2020 appropriated an additional $750 million in a multi-year appropriation (MYA) to the 

Health Capital Envelope (HCE). The phasing is shown in Table One.  

Table One:  Budget 2020 appropriation for Health Capital Envelope 

Financial year 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 

Funding $50 million $150 million $300 million $250 million 

The HCE funding from Budget 2020 follows recent capital investment of: 

• $300 million for the Health Infrastructure Package (HIP), announced in 2019 

• $1.7 billion from Budget 2019  

• $750 million from Budget 2018. 

The funding from Budget 2019 was for the financial years 2019/20 and 2020/21.  This funding 

has been fully allocated.    
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Prioritisation and Indicative Prioritisation Process 

Prioritisation of capital investment is necessary as the sector’s need exceeds available funding.   

A clear, prioritised pipeline of capital investment will provide your DHB with clarity on the 

relative priority and expected timing of proposed future investments.  This will ensure that you 

can focus your resources appropriately for delivery of prioritised projects.  Only prioritised or 

agreed business cases will be submitted to the Capital Investment Committee (CIC) for 

consideration. 

There is significant pressure against the Budget 2020 appropriation.   

We will not know whether there will be additional funding from Budget 2021 until next year.  

The approach to indicative prioritisation will take account of this uncertainty.  

 

Prioritisation process 

The prioritisation process is overseen by the CIC based on advice provided by the Ministry of 

Health and The Treasury.  Final prioritisation recommendations are subject to the approval of 

the Ministers of Health and Finance (joint Ministers). 

We expect prioritisation decisions will occur at the CIC meetings of 12 November 2020 and 8 

December 2020.   Final recommendations are expected to be provided to joint Ministers in early 

2021. 

The recent current state assessment completed as part of the National Asset Management 

Programme1 identified key areas of focus for your DHB.  We expect that your DHB’s capital 

intentions will prioritise DHB funding towards these areas as appropriate and we will review the 

capital intentions on this basis.  The Ministry will continue to work with you to support asset 

management activities, including through the development of asset management frameworks, 

tools and assessments. 
 

Supporting the Business Case and Investment process 

As you are aware, the Ministry is building capability and capacity through the Health 

Infrastructure Unit (HIU).  The HIU will support improvements in capital planning and delivery 

across the sector.  Our work programme includes improvements to standards and guidance 

across service modelling, asset management, business cases, facility design and procurement. 

 

A key component of the HIU will be the delivery of a longer-term strategic plan for capital 

investment across the sector.   

 

We will provide further information on the establishment of the HIU and expected next steps 

over coming months.    

 

 

                                            
1. 1https://www.health.govt.nz/publication/national-asset-management-programme-district-health-boards-report-1-current-state-

assessment 
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Page 3 of 3 

Thank you for your continued efforts to develop and implement capital projects.  We look 

forward to working with you more closely to support the investment process.   

 

If you have any questions about the above, please contact Jo Strachan-Hope, Manager, 

Investment Strategy on: jo.strachan-hope@health.govt.nz 

 

 

Ngā mihi 

 

 
 

John Hazeldine 

Acting Deputy Director-General  

DHB Performance, Support and Infrastructure 

 

cc: DHB Chair 

DHB Chief Financial Officer 
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From: David Meates
To: John Hansen
Cc: Barry Bragg; Peter Bramley
Subject: Re: Chch Hospital Campus Masterplan - Tower 3 and Compliance Costs[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Date: Wednesday, 2 September 2020 10:44:33 AM

Yes.  already engaged and will have draft Thursday pm

Sent from my iPad

On 2/09/2020, at 10:09 AM, John Hansen <John.Hansen@cdhb.health.nz> wrote:


Thanks David. I take it Chris has stressed timelines to 
John
 

From: David Meates 
Sent: Wednesday, 2 September 2020 10:05 AM
To: John Hansen <John.Hansen@cdhb.health.nz>; Barry Bragg <barry@bclimited.co.nz>
Cc: Peter Bramley <Peter.Bramley@cdhb.health.nz>
Subject: Fwd: Chch Hospital Campus Masterplan - Tower 3 and Compliance Costs[EXTERNAL
SENDER]
 
 

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Chris Fry <Chris.Fry@health.govt.nz>
Date: 2 September 2020 at 9:10:00 AM NZST
To: David Meates <David.Meates@cdhb.health.nz>
Subject: RE:  Chch Hospital Campus Masterplan - Tower 3 and Compliance
Costs[EXTERNAL SENDER]


David,
Further to our discussion Friday afternoon, I can confirm that we on Monday
commenced preparing a submission to CIC for the Tower 3 and Compliance
cost proposal with the aim that they can be assessed by CIC on 15th
September.  As flagged, to enable us to pull together the submissions we have
engaged  to assist. 
 
Once we have a draft summary of the proposals we shall share with CDHB for
commentary that we have correctly captured the key points, before we submit
on your behalf to CIC.  The CIC papers are ordinarily sent to members 5 working
days ahead of the meeting, so time remains tight.
 
Happy to speak further if required.
 
 
Nga mihi nui
 
Kind Regards

9(2)(a)

9(2)(a)

9(2)(a)
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Chris Fry
Director, Health Infrastructure – Capital Investment
Chris.Fry@health.govt.nz  l M:  DHB Performance, Support &
Infrastructure  l

http://www.health.govt.nz
 

From: David Meates <David.Meates@cdhb.health.nz> 
Sent: Thursday, 27 August 2020 5:26 pm
To: Chris Fry <Chris.Fry@health.govt.nz>
Cc: Susan Fitzmaurice <Susan.Fitzmaurice@cdhb.health.nz>
Subject: FW: Chch Hospital Campus Masterplan - Tower 3 and Compliance
Costs
 
Hi Chris
 
Documents as discussed yesterday
 
Nga mihi
 
David Meates, MNZM
Chief Executive | Canterbury District Health Board and West Coast District Health Board
T: 03 364 4110 (ext 62110) | E: david.meates@cdhb.health.nz
P O Box 1600, Christchurch 8140
www.cdhb.health.nz | www.westcoastdhb.org.nz

Values – A Matou Uara
Care and respect for others - Manaaki me te whakaute i te tangata | Integrity in all we do - Hapai i
a matou mahi katoa i runga i te pono | Responsibility for outcomes - Te Takohanga i nga hua

****************************************************************************

Statement of confidentiality: This e-mail message and any accompanying
attachments may contain information that is IN-CONFIDENCE and subject to
legal privilege.
If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, use, disseminate,
distribute or copy this message or attachments.
If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete this message.
****************************************************************************

This e-mail message has been scanned for Viruses and Content and cleared by
the Ministry of Health's Content and Virus Filtering Gateway

9(2)(a)
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From: Rob Ojala
To: Peter Bramley
Cc: John Hansen; Sue Nightingale; Mary Gordon (Executive Director of Nursing); Susan Fitzmaurice; Kay

Jenkins
Subject: Letter from CLG re Tower 3 business case - URGENT
Date: Monday, 14 September 2020 8:39:38 AM
Attachments: Letter to acting CE and copy to CDHB Chair CMO and EDON re MoH proposed option 1C for campus

redevelopment 11 Sept 2020.pdf

Peter
 
Please find appended a letter from the CDHB Clinical Leaders Group, and copied others.
 
Regards,
 
Rob Ojala
Chair, CLG
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14th  September 2020 


 


Dear Peter, 


As per the accepted CDHB facilities redevelopment process, CLG has reviewed the Tower 3 Business 


Case, DBC Addendum (MOH-T3 case) and Christchurch Campus Compliance Work Business Case.  


It should be noted the review is not exhaustive given the very short time-frames.  


We acknowledge the urgent need to secure the next redevelopment steps for the Christchurch 


Campus and associated funding for at least $154M plus $80M for compliance work [previously 


lodged with CIC by the Board].  


The MOH-T3 Case 


We are greatly concerned that the MOH-T3 Case describes a new option (1C) proposed without 


CDHB consultation. This option is described as CDHB ‘preferred’ – this is entirely inappropriate both 


in that the CDHB’s views have not been sought, and more importantly could in no way be described 


as preferred by this organisation.  


We note this Addendum document was developed by Destravis as agents of the Ministry of Health 


and as such it should not be seen as a CDHB document. The associated labelling should therefore 


indicate the Ministry of Health’s commissioning and ownership. 


The option in more detail includes  


1. Full continuation of Parkside facility as the key strategy - 


a. With beds and theatres remaining completely clinically unaltered for at least 10-15 


years and beds fully occupied [>300 patients]. This is completely unacceptable for 


the patient cohort involved. 


b. It inappropriately proposes housing 6 rather than 4 medical patients in ward rooms 


barely suitable the current surgical group– the lack of mobilisation and care space 


will almost certainly drive an increased length of stay (LOS). 


c. Proposes housing higher acuity patients in the newer Hagley facilities to mitigate 


this space issue – quite aside from the operational implausibility of this notion, it 


suggests the author has misunderstood both how specialty patients are managed 


and that the space issues are not about high acuity per se – they are about the 


avoidance of issues like sarcopenia [‘pyjama paralysis’ etc] in virtually all this medical 


patient group. 


d. Provides just 7% basic bathroom ensuite room capacity [ie toilet/shower] – this is 


completely inadequate especially with this patient group and more pertinent in the 


context of our current pandemic. It should be noted that MoH were deeply 


concerned that we reduced single rooms with ensuites in Hagley from 100% to 50%. 


Effectively this means that 11 patients share each shower and there are 7 patients 


per shared toilet in Parkside for 10-15 years [noting 4 patients per room would assist 


these ratios]. 







2. That theatre capacity constraints will be addressed by resuming outsourcing activity – a 


concerning strategy in the face of pressure to reduce our operational deficit. In addition, it 


imposes significant logistic limitations on case-mix and efficient use of staff. Outsourcing of 


the case-mix envisaged should be a temporary response to inadequate amenity or resource; 


not a strategy for a redevelopment proposal. 


3. The Critical Success Factor Analysis used to justify the option – again without CDHB input – 


seems arbitrary and the explanatory notes suggest the tool to be poorly informed 


‘guesstimates’ at best.  


By way of example when comparing option 1B with 1C - 


a. Weighting of Patient experience and quality of care 26% to 15% - how is this possibly 


justified? 


b. Population outcomes 21% to 35% - based on a capacity metric that has no clear 


science  


c. Compliance is adjusted to 0% - presumably this is based on the statutory work being 


in a separate business case. In reality there is no net change in overall CDHB capital.   


d. So, item ‘c’ above ultimately re-adjusts the matrix (below) to an incredible 50% fiscal 


weighting 


e. Affordability, is also now heavily weighted with a five-fold increase in capital over 


operational weighting. In the context of deficit reduction this is a perplexing 


approach. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The Christchurch Campus (statutory) Compliance Work Business case 


The Compliance Work funds for this appear very tight, but noting the national capital constraints 


and, based on advice from experts, we believe this is a pragmatic approach to a challenging series of 


issues.  


We note comments around degrading aspects of the Parkside facility from IL4 to IL3 – while this may 


have been a consideration for Building ‘A’ based on the original masterplan – the proposal to use 


Parkside in toto for inpatient care for a more extended period would preclude this.  It should be 


emphasised that CDHB decisions on other facilities [such as Burwood, West Coast etc] were limited 


to IL3 construction based on the Main Christchurch Campus being the core IL4 post-disaster facility.  


It should further be noted that this is statutory compliance work only. Any clinical compliance work 


entertained for Parkside etc would be operationally prohibitive unless staged simultaneously due to 


decant and disruption challenges. Given that this case contains no allocation for clinical 


Critical Success Factors 


Former 


Weight


New 


Weight Subcategory


Former 


Weight


New 


Weight


Option 1b 


(scores as per 


DBC*) Option 1c 


Statutory Compliance 18% 0% 0 0


Other Compliance 5% 0% 0 0


Patient / Staff experience 7.5% 2.5% 2 1


Quality of Care 7.5% 2.5% 3 2


Minimised Disruption 10% 10% 2 2.5


Capacity 11% 24% 2 3


Resilience 11% 11% 2 1.5


Economy 5% 5% 3 2


Effectiveness 5% 5% 3 2


Efficiency 5% 5% 3 2


Capital 5% 25% 1 3


OPEX 10% 10% 2 1


23 20


1.93 2.36


Total - Unweighted 


Total - Weighted


CSF5: Affordability 15% 35%


15%


0%


15%


35%


CSF1: Compliance and 


Safety 


CSF 2: Patient experience 


and quality of care 


CSF3: Population outcomes 


CSF4: Value for Money


23%


26%


21%


15%







improvements [as per Board direction], it would appear this is another opportunity missed which 


cannot be pragmatically recaptured at a later date. 


The Ministry, and we understand CIC, was very clear that a full DBC following the initial case was not 


required, but latterly indicated that more than a simple Addendum was necessary with 1-2 weeks’ 


notice. The Ministry’s attempts to commission this on behalf of the CDHB have resulted in a 


document that completely fails to understand the challenges of the campus, the amenity and the 


appropriate delivery of care. 


The CDHB Board has taken the position that they needed to accept the circa $150M option to 


urgently secure the first part of Tower 3. There was however, no directive from the Capital 


Investment Committee (CIC) that this was contingent on the CDHB proposing a case that imposed 


further limitations on redevelopment.  


We would be surprised if the Board would support such a further concession and would be grateful 


if you could clarify their position as a matter of urgency.  


Further, we ask that CIC is made aware of the deficiencies of the MOH T3 case and that we do not 


support assumptions underpinning option 1C when they consider the urgent funding request for 


Tower 3 and compliance works. We need to ensure that this does not prejudice the CDHB’s position 


in future requests for capital in the timely redevelopment of the masterplan 


 


Yours sincerely, 


 


 


p.p. The CDHB Clinical Leaders Group 


 


CC: Sir John Hansen, Chair, CDHB Board 


      Dr Sue Nightingale, CMO, CDHB 


      Mary Gordon, EDON and Executive Director,  CDHB Facilities 


 


 


 


 


 







    


    
    
    
    
    


 


 


 








 


 


 


14th  September 2020 


 


Dear Peter, 


As per the accepted CDHB facilities redevelopment process, CLG has reviewed the Tower 3 Business 


Case, DBC Addendum (MOH-T3 case) and Christchurch Campus Compliance Work Business Case.  


It should be noted the review is not exhaustive given the very short time-frames.  


We acknowledge the urgent need to secure the next redevelopment steps for the Christchurch 


Campus and associated funding for at least $154M plus $80M for compliance work [previously 


lodged with CIC by the Board].  


The MOH-T3 Case 


We are greatly concerned that the MOH-T3 Case describes a new option (1C) proposed without 


CDHB consultation. This option is described as CDHB ‘preferred’ – this is entirely inappropriate both 


in that the CDHB’s views have not been sought, and more importantly could in no way be described 


as preferred by this organisation.  


We note this Addendum document was developed by Destravis as agents of the Ministry of Health 


and as such it should not be seen as a CDHB document. The associated labelling should therefore 


indicate the Ministry of Health’s commissioning and ownership. 


The option in more detail includes  


1. Full continuation of Parkside facility as the key strategy - 


a. With beds and theatres remaining completely clinically unaltered for at least 10-15 


years and beds fully occupied [>300 patients]. This is completely unacceptable for 


the patient cohort involved. 


b. It inappropriately proposes housing 6 rather than 4 medical patients in ward rooms 


barely suitable the current surgical group– the lack of mobilisation and care space 


will almost certainly drive an increased length of stay (LOS). 


c. Proposes housing higher acuity patients in the newer Hagley facilities to mitigate 


this space issue – quite aside from the operational implausibility of this notion, it 


suggests the author has misunderstood both how specialty patients are managed 


and that the space issues are not about high acuity per se – they are about the 


avoidance of issues like sarcopenia [‘pyjama paralysis’ etc] in virtually all this medical 


patient group. 


d. Provides just 7% basic bathroom ensuite room capacity [ie toilet/shower] – this is 


completely inadequate especially with this patient group and more pertinent in the 


context of our current pandemic. It should be noted that MoH were deeply 


concerned that we reduced single rooms with ensuites in Hagley from 100% to 50%. 


Effectively this means that 11 patients share each shower and there are 7 patients 


per shared toilet in Parkside for 10-15 years [noting 4 patients per room would assist 


these ratios]. 







2. That theatre capacity constraints will be addressed by resuming outsourcing activity – a 


concerning strategy in the face of pressure to reduce our operational deficit. In addition, it 


imposes significant logistic limitations on case-mix and efficient use of staff. Outsourcing of 


the case-mix envisaged should be a temporary response to inadequate amenity or resource; 


not a strategy for a redevelopment proposal. 


3. The Critical Success Factor Analysis used to justify the option – again without CDHB input – 


seems arbitrary and the explanatory notes suggest the tool to be poorly informed 


‘guesstimates’ at best.  


By way of example when comparing option 1B with 1C - 


a. Weighting of Patient experience and quality of care 26% to 15% - how is this possibly 


justified? 


b. Population outcomes 21% to 35% - based on a capacity metric that has no clear 


science  


c. Compliance is adjusted to 0% - presumably this is based on the statutory work being 


in a separate business case. In reality there is no net change in overall CDHB capital.   


d. So, item ‘c’ above ultimately re-adjusts the matrix (below) to an incredible 50% fiscal 


weighting 


e. Affordability, is also now heavily weighted with a five-fold increase in capital over 


operational weighting. In the context of deficit reduction this is a perplexing 


approach. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The Christchurch Campus (statutory) Compliance Work Business case 


The Compliance Work funds for this appear very tight, but noting the national capital constraints 


and, based on advice from experts, we believe this is a pragmatic approach to a challenging series of 


issues.  


We note comments around degrading aspects of the Parkside facility from IL4 to IL3 – while this may 


have been a consideration for Building ‘A’ based on the original masterplan – the proposal to use 


Parkside in toto for inpatient care for a more extended period would preclude this.  It should be 


emphasised that CDHB decisions on other facilities [such as Burwood, West Coast etc] were limited 


to IL3 construction based on the Main Christchurch Campus being the core IL4 post-disaster facility.  


It should further be noted that this is statutory compliance work only. Any clinical compliance work 


entertained for Parkside etc would be operationally prohibitive unless staged simultaneously due to 


decant and disruption challenges. Given that this case contains no allocation for clinical 


Critical Success Factors 


Former 


Weight


New 


Weight Subcategory


Former 


Weight


New 


Weight


Option 1b 


(scores as per 


DBC*) Option 1c 


Statutory Compliance 18% 0% 0 0


Other Compliance 5% 0% 0 0


Patient / Staff experience 7.5% 2.5% 2 1


Quality of Care 7.5% 2.5% 3 2


Minimised Disruption 10% 10% 2 2.5


Capacity 11% 24% 2 3


Resilience 11% 11% 2 1.5


Economy 5% 5% 3 2


Effectiveness 5% 5% 3 2


Efficiency 5% 5% 3 2


Capital 5% 25% 1 3


OPEX 10% 10% 2 1


23 20


1.93 2.36


Total - Unweighted 


Total - Weighted


CSF5: Affordability 15% 35%


15%


0%


15%


35%


CSF1: Compliance and 


Safety 


CSF 2: Patient experience 


and quality of care 


CSF3: Population outcomes 


CSF4: Value for Money


23%


26%


21%


15%







improvements [as per Board direction], it would appear this is another opportunity missed which 


cannot be pragmatically recaptured at a later date. 


The Ministry, and we understand CIC, was very clear that a full DBC following the initial case was not 


required, but latterly indicated that more than a simple Addendum was necessary with 1-2 weeks’ 


notice. The Ministry’s attempts to commission this on behalf of the CDHB have resulted in a 


document that completely fails to understand the challenges of the campus, the amenity and the 


appropriate delivery of care. 


The CDHB Board has taken the position that they needed to accept the circa $150M option to 


urgently secure the first part of Tower 3. There was however, no directive from the Capital 


Investment Committee (CIC) that this was contingent on the CDHB proposing a case that imposed 


further limitations on redevelopment.  


We would be surprised if the Board would support such a further concession and would be grateful 


if you could clarify their position as a matter of urgency.  


Further, we ask that CIC is made aware of the deficiencies of the MOH T3 case and that we do not 


support assumptions underpinning option 1C when they consider the urgent funding request for 


Tower 3 and compliance works. We need to ensure that this does not prejudice the CDHB’s position 


in future requests for capital in the timely redevelopment of the masterplan 


 


Yours sincerely, 


 


 


p.p. The CDHB Clinical Leaders Group 


 


CC: Sir John Hansen, Chair, CDHB Board 


      Dr Sue Nightingale, CMO, CDHB 


      Mary Gordon, EDON and Executive Director,  CDHB Facilities 


 


 


 


 


 







    


    
    
    
    
    


 


 


 







 

 

 

14th  September 2020 

 

Dear Peter, 

As per the accepted CDHB facilities redevelopment process, CLG has reviewed the Tower 3 Business 

Case, DBC Addendum (MOH-T3 case) and Christchurch Campus Compliance Work Business Case.  

It should be noted the review is not exhaustive given the very short time-frames.  

We acknowledge the urgent need to secure the next redevelopment steps for the Christchurch 

Campus and associated funding for at least $154M plus $80M for compliance work [previously 

lodged with CIC by the Board].  

The MOH-T3 Case 

We are greatly concerned that the MOH-T3 Case describes a new option (1C) proposed without 

CDHB consultation. This option is described as CDHB ‘preferred’ – this is entirely inappropriate both 

in that the CDHB’s views have not been sought, and more importantly could in no way be described 

as preferred by this organisation.  

We note this Addendum document was developed by Destravis as agents of the Ministry of Health 

and as such it should not be seen as a CDHB document. The associated labelling should therefore 

indicate the Ministry of Health’s commissioning and ownership. 

The option in more detail includes  

1. Full continuation of Parkside facility as the key strategy - 

a. With beds and theatres remaining completely clinically unaltered for at least 10-15 

years and beds fully occupied [>300 patients]. This is completely unacceptable for 

the patient cohort involved. 

b. It inappropriately proposes housing 6 rather than 4 medical patients in ward rooms 

barely suitable the current surgical group– the lack of mobilisation and care space 

will almost certainly drive an increased length of stay (LOS). 

c. Proposes housing higher acuity patients in the newer Hagley facilities to mitigate 

this space issue – quite aside from the operational implausibility of this notion, it 

suggests the author has misunderstood both how specialty patients are managed 

and that the space issues are not about high acuity per se – they are about the 

avoidance of issues like sarcopenia [‘pyjama paralysis’ etc] in virtually all this medical 

patient group. 

d. Provides just 7% basic bathroom ensuite room capacity [ie toilet/shower] – this is 

completely inadequate especially with this patient group and more pertinent in the 

context of our current pandemic. It should be noted that MoH were deeply 

concerned that we reduced single rooms with ensuites in Hagley from 100% to 50%. 

Effectively this means that 11 patients share each shower and there are 7 patients 

per shared toilet in Parkside for 10-15 years [noting 4 patients per room would assist 

these ratios]. 
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2. That theatre capacity constraints will be addressed by resuming outsourcing activity – a 

concerning strategy in the face of pressure to reduce our operational deficit. In addition, it 

imposes significant logistic limitations on case-mix and efficient use of staff. Outsourcing of 

the case-mix envisaged should be a temporary response to inadequate amenity or resource; 

not a strategy for a redevelopment proposal. 

3. The Critical Success Factor Analysis used to justify the option – again without CDHB input – 

seems arbitrary and the explanatory notes suggest the tool to be poorly informed 

‘guesstimates’ at best.  

By way of example when comparing option 1B with 1C - 

a. Weighting of Patient experience and quality of care 26% to 15% - how is this possibly 

justified? 

b. Population outcomes 21% to 35% - based on a capacity metric that has no clear 

science  

c. Compliance is adjusted to 0% - presumably this is based on the statutory work being 

in a separate business case. In reality there is no net change in overall CDHB capital.   

d. So, item ‘c’ above ultimately re-adjusts the matrix (below) to an incredible 50% fiscal 

weighting 

e. Affordability, is also now heavily weighted with a five-fold increase in capital over 

operational weighting. In the context of deficit reduction this is a perplexing 

approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Christchurch Campus (statutory) Compliance Work Business case 

The Compliance Work funds for this appear very tight, but noting the national capital constraints 

and, based on advice from experts, we believe this is a pragmatic approach to a challenging series of 

issues.  

We note comments around degrading aspects of the Parkside facility from IL4 to IL3 – while this may 

have been a consideration for Building ‘A’ based on the original masterplan – the proposal to use 

Parkside in toto for inpatient care for a more extended period would preclude this.  It should be 

emphasised that CDHB decisions on other facilities [such as Burwood, West Coast etc] were limited 

to IL3 construction based on the Main Christchurch Campus being the core IL4 post-disaster facility.  

It should further be noted that this is statutory compliance work only. Any clinical compliance work 

entertained for Parkside etc would be operationally prohibitive unless staged simultaneously due to 

decant and disruption challenges. Given that this case contains no allocation for clinical 

Critical Success Factors 
Former 
Weight

New 
Weight Subcategory

Former 
Weight

New 
Weight

Option 1b 
(scores as per 
DBC*) Option 1c 

Statutory Compliance 18% 0% 0 0
Other Compliance 5% 0% 0 0
Patient / Staff experience 7.5% 2.5% 2 1
Quality of Care 7.5% 2.5% 3 2
Minimised Disruption 10% 10% 2 2.5
Capacity 11% 24% 2 3
Resilience 11% 11% 2 1.5
Economy 5% 5% 3 2
Effectiveness 5% 5% 3 2
Efficiency 5% 5% 3 2
Capital 5% 25% 1 3
OPEX 10% 10% 2 1

23 20
1.93 2.36

Total - Unweighted 
Total - Weighted

CSF5: Affordability 15% 35%

15%

0%

15%

35%

CSF1: Compliance and 
Safety 

CSF 2: Patient experience 
and quality of care 

CSF3: Population outcomes 

CSF4: Value for Money

23%

26%

21%

15%
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improvements [as per Board direction], it would appear this is another opportunity missed which 

cannot be pragmatically recaptured at a later date. 

The Ministry, and we understand CIC, was very clear that a full DBC following the initial case was not 

required, but latterly indicated that more than a simple Addendum was necessary with 1-2 weeks’ 

notice. The Ministry’s attempts to commission this on behalf of the CDHB have resulted in a 

document that completely fails to understand the challenges of the campus, the amenity and the 

appropriate delivery of care. 

The CDHB Board has taken the position that they needed to accept the circa $150M option to 

urgently secure the first part of Tower 3. There was however, no directive from the Capital 

Investment Committee (CIC) that this was contingent on the CDHB proposing a case that imposed 

further limitations on redevelopment.  

We would be surprised if the Board would support such a further concession and would be grateful 

if you could clarify their position as a matter of urgency.  

Further, we ask that CIC is made aware of the deficiencies of the MOH T3 case and that we do not 

support assumptions underpinning option 1C when they consider the urgent funding request for 

Tower 3 and compliance works. We need to ensure that this does not prejudice the CDHB’s position 

in future requests for capital in the timely redevelopment of the masterplan 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

p.p. The CDHB Clinical Leaders Group 

 

CC: Sir John Hansen, Chair, CDHB Board 

      Dr Sue Nightingale, CMO, CDHB 

      Mary Gordon, EDON and Executive Director,  CDHB Facilities 
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From: Kelly Ritchie on behalf of Michelle Arrowsmith
To: John Hansen
Cc: Evan.Davies@Toddproperty.co.nz
Subject: Hon Sir John Hansen[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Date: Friday, 18 September 2020 4:20:22 PM
Attachments: 18092020161422-0001.pdf

Dear John

Please find attached my letter in response.

Nga mihi
Michelle

Michelle Arrowsmith
Deputy Director General l DHB Performance, Support and Infrastructure l Ministry of Health
E: michelle.arrowsmith@health.govt.nz   l  M: 021 572 584   l
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://www.health.govt.nz__;!!NUwMCyKv!PLfq92mBtfzrekxq3fUK4T09nR5j97fJdaeCDezlfVq4k_FTc5OK5toJ45tz086LOYcU$

****************************************************************************
Statement of confidentiality: This e-mail message and any accompanying
attachments may contain information that is IN-CONFIDENCE and subject to
legal privilege.
If you are not the intended recipient, do not read, use, disseminate,
distribute or copy this message or attachments.
If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete this message.
****************************************************************************

*************************************************************************************
This e-mail message has been scanned for Viruses and Content and cleared
by the Ministry of Health's Content and Virus Filtering Gateway
*************************************************************************************
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